Citing an IBISWorld Report in NoodleBib

Understand your source – You are citing a technical report. This is the information provided from IBISWorld that you need to supply to NoodleBib to cite this source.

In NoodleBib

Follow steps 1-5 on other side as needed  The following breaks down steps 6-8

1. In the pull down menu next to “Cite a”, Choose Report (Technical/Research)

You will find this under -----Non-Periodicals-----
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2. Select the tab for database

3. Enter URL

4. Enter name of the database

   Do not add DOI/Accession number for this type of report.

5. Select Author in the pull down menu for Role.

6. Enter the Author’s first and last names.

7. Enter Title of Report


9. Enter the Report Number

10. Select the month and type the year.
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11. Click the green submit button at the bottom of the page

12. View Citation – does it appear correct?


14. Click In-text reference to see how this citation should appear in the text and learn how to properly include the in-text reference in APA (part of which is pictured below)

### APA Parenthetical Reference

**Example for your source**

A parenthetical reference to this *Technical/Research Report* might look like this:

...the end of your sentence (Samadi, 2012, p. [Page #]).

**Customize the example:**

- Page number(s):